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Election contested

•

Tierney fined for minor violations
by Debbie Dent
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Million-dollar man

Photo/David lltne

This Orlando millionaire just gave UCF Sl million.

See story on page 12.

New plan
calls for fair
SUS ·funding

Chief elections commisioner
Cindy Spraker fined one of the
presidential vice presidential
tickets $30 for failure to claim
$154.17 in printing costs in their
campaign.
Mike Tierney "neglected to
claim printing costs for his flyers,
photography costs and button
printing costs," said Spraker. .
Spraker sent a memorandum to

Tierney
and
McFadden
explaining the violations and
giving them two school aays to
pay the fine.
William Die tz , a n other
candidate in last week's election, .
is appealing the decision made by
.the elections commission because
Tierney
Dietz
of what .he calls " blatant
discrepan<;ies'' in Tierney's violation as ·one that could alter
financial statement. Dietz the outcome ·of the election. The
believes t hat Tierney and final decision is now left up to the
McFadden committed a major judicial council. The council will
violation.
Spraker explained a major
SEE ELECTION, PAGE 4

Discoveries

·

··

THE BIRTH OF A·

by Eddie Gorak
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In a late afternoon Board of
Regents meeting on March
26, Orlando Regent Joan
Ruffier called for more
equitable distribution of
academic enhancement funds
for the entire university
system.
According to Ruffler over
60 percent of monies provided
by the state for academic
enhancement _ would be
earmarked for equitablf.!
enhancement throughout the
system.
''If this proposal gets
through the legislature,'' said
UCF's President Trevor
Colbourn, "it could mean a
great deal for our university.
A move like this will not only _
benefit UCF, but it will
enhance the entire university
system."
.
Two options that the state
Legislature will be reviewing
are whether to. appropriate
over $8 million or only $2
million dollars · for academic
enhancement for the 1986·87
year.
There is a possibility that
the funds could add 30 to 40
additional falculty to UCF's
programs.
"Out of all the colleges in
the state, in the past, UCF
has been left at the bottom as
far as equity is concerned,"

----1

WATER TABLE

by Beth Carran Poole
DISCOVERIES EDITOR

Rosa Mae Owens watched a sycamore tree
near her house vanish on Friday evening,
May 8, 1981. The next afternoon, her home,
·iitong with six foreign sports cars, sank into a
great funnel-shaped void in the earth.
The 350-foot diameter sinkhole, which
caused more than $4 million in damage,
collapsed as a result of a combination Qf
natural and human-caused factors.
1n his 1986 report, 11 Sinkholes and Man,"
Dr. Barry Beck, director of the Florida
Sinkhole Research Institute at UCF, said,
"Technically speaking, man does· not cause
sinkholes, but he may activate them~"
Sinkholes are actually a natural erosion
process in Florida, where limestone underlies
a surface cover typically made up of clay and
sand. Whereas in most terrains erosion
occurs by water wearing away at rocks as it
drains into rivers and streams, in Florida
rainwater soaks into the ground, becomes

~. TIME FACTOR:
HOU~AYS

No b1ger q:>pated bV clay
· scrd fltas down
I

nto the CJ.id<¥ expcrdng cxMtY.

r

SEE SINKHOLES, PAGE 3
SEE RUFFIER, PAGE 4

SUNNY
High 82 Low 61

•

•You know, some things
never ·change. But for a
change we've a· reason to
be glad for it. Great
weather through the week
with a slight chance of
evening showers late in the
week. Highs in the low 80s
and lows in the upper 50s.

Opinim

3
6

~ed

8

1\Je\\.scliJl)
,

Sports

Opinion

Thanks a million Mr. Densch.
12

SG President backs ticket.
6

Sports
TO ADVERTISE CALL 275·2865
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Student Cente~ Audito~ium

•

•

· t=Rf;f; TO ALL
f=o,., lnFol"mation Contad: Black Student Union (305) '275-2450
•

•

•

New rules in ·effect
for aid recipients
cancellation of aid.
Students may appeal any warning,
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
probation or cancellation by filing a
· Petition of Reinstatement. Such
petitions may be filed after students
UCF has revised its standards for
improve their grades and/ or make up
s~tisfactory academic progress that
must be maintained by students
deficit hours. They may also be filed
receiving financial aid, according to
on the basis of mitigating
financial aid officials. There are three
circumstances.
major changes:
• Transfer students entering UCF
with either an AA degree or at least
• Grade point averages will now be
70 semester hours will now be eligible
monitored soley by ~he Registrar's
for five full-time semesters of
office. This means that students who
financial aid.
maintain a GPA acceptable for
Students will still be required to
continued enrollment will be eligible
meet the following standards for the
to receiv~ financial assistance.
Pholo/Blenu1 Martin
completion of semester hours and the -Members of Sigma Chi fraternity scramble to finish in the mattress race. Pi
• Warning and probationary
time limits allowed to obtain their Kappa Alpha went on to win the event.
periods have been established for
degrees:
students on financial aid. Students
must pass through both these periods
• Undergraduate students
enrolled full-time (12 credit hours or
before they can be cancelled ·from
more) must complete at least 10 hours
financial aid consideration.
per
semester.
Half-time
Recipients of financial aid who do
Kappa Epsilon and Zeta Tau Alpha
undergraduates·(six to 11 hours) must Staff Report
not pass academic progress
we:::-e judged the overall best
complete at least five hours per CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
requirements will be placed on
fraternity and sorority of the week
warning status for the duration of semester. Full-time graduate
respectively.
their enrollment at UCF. A second
students must complete at least
Thousands
of
Greeks·
got
together
failure to meet progress requirements
seven credit hours per semester. HalfPi Kappa Alpha fraternity and
will result in students being placed on
time graduate students must last week to participate in this year's
ZTA won first place for community
permanent Probationary Status. Any
complete at least five hours each Greek Week festivities.
The week included games, singing, service, which included aluminum can
further failure to meet academic
-.. ··
service
and spirit competitions. Tau and b!opd drives.
SEE STANDARDS, PAGE 4
requirements will result in
by Veronica Edwards

•

~reek

ZTA, TKE win

Sinkholes such as the giant one in Winter Park .
are caused by a combination of these natural and.
human-induced drought factors. Many smaller
sinkholes occurred in Florida during the spring and
summer of 1981, when water in the limestone
acidic as it percolates and reacts with decaying aquifer was 40 feet below normal.
vegetation, and dissolves the limestone layer. The
Not all sinkholes are formed by sudden collapse.
limestone is carried away in chemical solution,
In areas where the limestone is barely covered by
leaving cavities which will hold increasingly large
sand and soil, the sediments very gradually move
amounts of water. This limestone aquifer is usually
down to fill the cavities which form in the
covered with clay, and above this lies another
limestone. The result is gently sloping, bowlaquifer, the upper-sand ground water.
shaped depressions, found frequently throughout
When the water level in the limestone decreases, - Florida. The abrupt collapses occur where the
the weight of the upper ground water bears down
limestone is covered by a layer of clay thick enough
on the cavity-filled limestone until the clay laye~
to temporarily bridge the cavities in the limestone
y, sand
until it can no longer hold up against the weight
acidic as it percolates and reacts with decaying
above it.
vegetation, and dissolves the limestone layer. The
limestone is carried away in chemical solution,
"Even in sinkhole-prone areas,
leaving cavities which will hold increasingly large
amounts of.water. This limestone aquifer is usually
there is ... only a very low possibility
covered with clay, and above this lies another
that your home will be
aquifer, the upper-sand ground water.
When the water level in the limestone decreases,
damaged."
the weight of the upper ground water bears down
·Dr. Barry Beck,
on the cavity-filled limestone until the clay layer
director of UCF's Sinkhole Research
between the aquifers collapses, causing clay, sand
and water to flow down and fill the limestone
Institute
cavities.
Natural causes of sink.hole collapse include
Beck said, "The formation of sink.holes is not
extremely heavy rainfall, which overloads the
simply a geological phenomenon, "it may also be a
ground water level, and, more commonly,
serious hazard to man." The ,damage to homes,
prolonged periods of drought. During dry spells,
buildings and highways is obvious. Another danger
the water table in the limestone drops significantly,
occurs when sinkholes develop in waste storage
leaving the cavities·dry. Without water pressure to
ponds which have overloaded the ground water
fortify them, these cavities give in easily to the
level. This waste can cause ground water pollution
weight of overlying clay and ground water.
and force communities to import uncontaminated
Humans contribute to this reaction by pumping
water.
·
excessive amounts of water out of the water table
Following the 1981 Winter Park sinkhole
during droughts. Overloading the land with heavy
formation, Florida Insurance Commissioner Bill
buildings, too, may trigger a collapse in an area
Gunter initiated a fund-raising campaign for a
with many cavities in the limestone layer.
sinkhole research center. More than $150,000 was

SINKHOLES
FROM PAGE l

Week

donated, mostly from 170 insurance companies, to
help pay operating costs for the·center's first year.
UCF, located in the heart of the active Central
Florida sinkhole area, was chosen as host for the
center, although the resources of all schools in the
State University System are available to the
Florida Sinkhole Institute. The institute's charter
was signed Sept. 1, 1982, by UCF President Tr~vor
Colbourn and Gene Lent, chairman of the
institute's advisory board. Beck, a geologist
formerly from Georgia Southwestern College, was
chosen as the institute's first director.
The first research grant awarded the institute
was from the STAR grant program, which provides
funding for research conducted by state university
faculty which aids state government agencies-in
this case, the Insurance Commission. The $39,000
grant called for the creation of a computer
inventory of recent Florida sinkholes, which was
accomplished with the help of student assistants.
The institute has also prepared pamphlets, held
seminars and conducted research on causes,
detection and formation of sinkholes. A groundpenetrating radar has been used to investigate
sinkholes after they form.
Although efforts have been made to predict
where sinkholes will occur, little progress has been
made. While the surface erosion common in most of
the country is visible and easily understood,
Florida's underground erosion formations are
difficult to map.
Beck said only one death has· resulted from a
sinkhole, when, in 1959, a man helping to drill a
well was sucked into a sudden-collapse sinkhole.
''The collapse process usually occurs slowly enough
that humans can walk away from the affected
area,'' Beck said.
He added that warning signs can usually be
observed prior to a sinkhole collapse. These may
include a circular pattern of ground cracks, tilted
SEE

SINKH~LES,

PAGE 5
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•CUTS KILLED
By a 312-12 margin, the
full House last week rejected
President Reagan's proposal
to cut $2.6 billion from
education programs for the
198 7 fiscal year.
The House will now start
creating its version of a
federal college budget.
The week before, the
Senate Budget Committee

also rejected the president's
proposal.
•CAREER CONNECTION
Quotes, the UCF student
chapter of the Florida Public
Relations Association is
· sponsoring
Career
Connection, an all-day
seminar for students who
are interested in how to
write resumes, search for a

job, market themselves and
use the proper interview
techniques.
The seminar will be April
12 from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
in the Education Building.
There is a $10 fee for Quotes
members, $15 for nonmembers and $20 for nonstudents.
Call Shawna Arthurs at
339-0431
for
more

information.
..

•JED'S BACK
In an effort to control
noise and ease t_he tensions
caused when certain circuit
preachers try to attract
at ten ti on by insulting
campus passersby, the
University of Southern
California is now requiring
speakers to get prior

approval before addressing
students .
A husband and wife team
has vowed to continue their
sermons untH they're
arrested and get a public
defender to help them
challenge the rule.
• NEWSLINE
If you have a news tip or a
story idea, call 275-2601.
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RUFFIER
FROM PAGE 3
Ruffier said. "UF (the
University of Florida) was
also there to a small extent
but with this new adjustment
all the universities in the
state would be receiving a fair

•

amount.''
Ruffier is also on the
subcommittee to find a new
funding formula for the
university system and has
already proposed an entirely
new funding system for the ·
state. She said she . is
determined to have the the
system up for the 1987-88
year.
"We need something simple
and fair so we can
communicate it to the
legislature,'' explained
Ruffler.
Colbourn said that this
assignment is no small task
but it is the only answer to a
failing funding program in
the state.
"A new funding model is
the answer everything ~lse is
just a band-aid. You don't
need any institution below 1------------------------------------~-
the system average, no
matter who it is."

•

..

I

STANDARDS
FROM PAGE 3
semester.
• Full-time undergraduate
students must obtain their
degrees within 10 full-time
semesters.
Half-time
undergraduates within 20
semesters. Graduate students
receiving financial aid will be
given 5 full-time semesters to
receive their degrees.
For more information
reN arding satisfactory
academic progress standards,
call the Financial Aid office
at-275-2827.

ELECTION
FROM PAGE l
decide today if the violations
represent a major election
violation.
The elections statutues
read, "The Judicial Council
shall determine whether the
Elections Commission's
decision was incorrect,
procedurally
or
substantively. They may
uphold, overturn, or change
monetarily the Election
Commission's decision."
Until that decision is made,
the runoff election will go on
as planned between Ira
Smith/Steve Cady and Mike
Tierney/Mike McFadden.
Voting on the main campus
will take place today and
Wednesday.

Thanks to you ...
it works ...
forALLOFUS

United way

..

GRADUATES
CALL

1-800-457-4065
FOR 400A

CREDIT ONA
NEW FORD
It's Easy To Qualify
For $400 from Ford
Motor Company
•You must receive at
least a bachelor's degree
or a state RN license
between October 1, 1985
and September 30, 1986.

For Pre-approved
Credit from Ford
Credit
• You must have verifi ..
able employment that
begins within 120 days
of your qualifying vehicle purchase at a salary
sufficient to cover ordinary living expenses and
your vehicle payment.
• Your credit record, if
you have one, must indicate payment made as
agreed.

• And don't forget ... you
must receive at least a
bachelor's degree or a
state RN license between
October 1, 1985 and September 30, 1986.

These Vehicles Are
Included In The Plan
Ford: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo, Mustang,
Thunderbird
Mercury: Lynx, Topaz,
Capri, Cougar
Ford Truck: Aerostar,
Bronco II, Ranger,
F-150 & F-250

You are eligible for $400
even if you don't finance
your purchase. Use it
toward your down payment or get a check from
Ford after the purchase
or lease.

•

·•

•
"'

The amount of your preapproved credit is determined by the qualified
vehicle you buy.

If a vehicle is not in
dealer stock, it must
be ordered by June 1,
1986. Delivery of all
vehicles must be taken
by August 31, 1986.
For complete details on
how to get your $400
plus pre-approved credit,
call the toll-free number
today.

1-800-457-4065

•
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SINKHOLES·

One test where only
you know the score.,

•

FROM PAGE 3

(Check.One)

Yes

..

.DD
DD
DD
DD

.(Limited Time Offer)
• STATE OF THE ART TECHNOLOGY
• 4 TIMES FASTER THAN IBM PC
• IBM PC COMPATIBLE ($95 extra)
• UP TO & MB OF MEMORY (RAM)
• 880K DRIVE. • 4 CHANNEL STEREO
•· 4096 COLOR • 640x400 (16 color)
• 50 MULTITASK • EXCELLENT GRAPHICS

•

•
CONSUMER REPORTS SAYS: (Oct. '85)
THE BEST COMPUTER BUY AMONG IBM
& IBM COMPATIBLE, COMPAQ, KAYPRO,
PANASONIC SR. PARTNER, SANYO,
TANDY 1000 (Radio Shack) IS THE
LEADING EDGE MODEL D.
We carry printers, monitors,
s~ftware accessories.
MON.-SAT.:

10-7
$1395
(MONITOR
$95)
SUNDAY: 12-5
PALM SPRINGS CENTER
AUTHORIZED DEALER 831·324i
tnext to Altamonte Mall in Albertson's Plaza) Over 90 stores nationwide
515 E. Altamonte Dr. (ttwy. 4361
!Leasing & Financin& Availlblel

Leading Edge is a Registered trademark of Leading Edge Products Inc.

No

d
u

Ii

.:::.,w,~

rn@~~
.... ,!:$:

Do you want to be the
only one who knows
when you use an early
pregnancy test?
Would you prefer a test
that's totally private to
perform and totally
private to read?
Would you like a test
that's portable, so you
can carry it with you and
read it in private?
And how about a simple,
one·step test with a dra ·
matic color change that's
easy to read and is 98%
accurate?· , ••-

If you checked "Yes" to
..

the above, EPT PLUS is for
you. Use it, and only you
will know your test score.

-------------------- ·~------------------- ,

WE

fencepos ts, and sickly
vegetation, resulting from the
disappearance of ground
water into the limestone
layer. However, Beck said,
"Even in sinkhole-prone
areas, there is still only a very
low possibility that your
home will be damaged.''
Beginning in 19'69,
insurance companies were
required to offer sinkhole
coverage to homeowners who
requested it. In 1973, because
so few claims had been made,
the Flori da Insurance
Commission forced insurance
companies
to
include-sinkhole coverage in
homeowners policies at no
extra charge. After _the
Winter Park sinkhole
swallowed two Porsches and
four other sports cars from a
repair shop, insu ru nce
companies were told to make
sinkhole coverage available to
businesses as well. Coverage
is still automatically included
in homeowners policies.
Sinkholes are far from new.
They have been forming in
Florida, and in a few other
parts of the country with
similar terrain, for centuries.
Many of Florida's· lakes are
actually sinkholes, eroded
over thousands of years into
shallow, smooth depressions
in the earth. Sinkholes are
likely to become more and
more common occurrences as
humans attempt to adapt the
environment to their liking.

Get hot
tips on
crime
prevention!
.11

./©

Write to:
McGruff"

· Crime Prevention Coalition
Box 6600
Rockville,r.Ad. 20850

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

CRIME
,,,

.
.

.

.

.

-

.

Okay, we admit it. We'll,,say or do just about anything
to get you to fly Virgin Atlantic from Miami to London.
We'll 'give you incredibly decent meals and snacks.
Great drinks. Serious electronic headsets. Any kind of
music you're into. Movies. Even rock videos. And more.
For a lot less than you'd think.
We're already taking reservations for our summer
flights. So get to a travel agent. Or if you're
stuck for wheels, call us at (305) 871-3554.
By the way, did we mention what
an incredibly sexy smile you have?

"Good

friends
·don't let

9ood

I

I

:

,.

friends
smoke

cigarettes!'
Larry Hagman

1

Cigarettes aren't good
for your friends. Adopt a _
friend who smokes and
help 'em quit today. You'll
both be 9lad tomorrow .. ·

VIRGIN
ATLANTIC
AIRWAYS
All our extras at no extra charge.
\

+~
9
SOCIETY
_,

Out of the void
I I'
·comes a man with
all the right stuff

I

1

.
I students fi'1ed a
1 '
Early last s11mmer, severa
grie1rance against a professor after they had reciev1
ed .ailing grade~ · "U her clas .
1
The Student '"' overnment AHorney General
lear e;d nf the g> .o:e ance and contacted the students
to 'Jffer his help.
. .t~r meeting ivith the student involved, the at...
torney general •".'e searched the case. ScrambHri g to
get '1 the information together in the few days e
ha . the att orney general represented the student s
in ~.; e hearing. 'T'he panel which heard t he case,
made up of th\:~ee faculty members, two ad ·
minisr.ratile staff E'epresenta :ives, and one student,
easily had a lopsided point of view.
But this attorney general was not intimidated by
th€ numbers.
·
He pursued the case, and after a four hour 1.. ear·
ing the panel decided that the professor had erred,
and the students should be allowed to take the
1
C ollege Press Service
class again at no :-ost to them, without having to .
1.
use grade forgiveness.
The case brought the university attention from
the local media a nd the community, most of it
negative. But o ,, of it, more than 25 students
found out that UCF is_an institution for students.
They learned tha\'t "the system" can work if one
knows how to use ·t.
Baseball rage: All right, gang, sports really isn t
The Student Government Attorney General who
m ' department but I'm going to comment on ~t.
argued the case or those students knows how t o
anyway.
use the system. And he has helped to make it work
What we have here is a nationally ranked
for students tim€ and titne again.
He is Ira Smith.
baseball team. What we don' t have .here is a lot of
Vote for a ma who will work to make UCF work
fans. So just what is the problem?
for students. Yote Ira Smith for Student Body
J~any of you are going to say that you aren't
President.
baseball fans. Well neither am I, but I went to one
of t he games and by golly, those boys put on a good
show. Also, we are all UCF fans here and a strong
aseball program would · e good for UCF as a
whole.
Besides, I saw coach Bergman on Lhe news the
other
day and he seems to be getting pretty good at
Our compiime'f t;s t o the Student Center Prothis
celebrity
stuff. Now we certainly ~an' t just iggramming and Activities Council for the great
nore
UCF'
s
only
big time coach.
work they've been doing lately.
So come on out, and let's make playing at home a
The Green has been alive during the past weeks,
real advantage for oµr Fighting Knights.
and since we're usually the first to criticize, we
Greek Week: You know, sports is a big part of a
thought that for a change we'd extend a commenuniversity's
image, but there are certainly other
dation to Student Center Director Jimmie Ferrell,
that do a lot. Namely, the Greek
organizations
Program Director Vic Collazo, and the entire PAC
·
system.
staff for their outstanding work.
All
last
week,
UCF's
Greeks
were
busy raising
With th.e Spring thaw has come a thaw in the acmoney
for
charities
and
competing
in
games. This
tion here at UCF, and it's been a long time coming.
gets
UCF
in
the
news
and
whatever
kind
of
thing
Keep up the good work.
you think of it, it does help improve our image.
So to all of you Greeks out there, thanks for your
continued service to UCF and the Orlando area.

Baseball banter and· TKE Week

...thanks to PAC

TKE Week: ·Greek or not, you've probably he~d
that the Pi Kappa Alpha won Greek Week. Well,
I'm here to set the record straight.
Announcing, the overall winners of Greek Week
'86~ .. Tau Kappa Epsilon!
An error in the scoring process ranked the Pi
Kappa Alpha over the Tau Kappa Epsilon by 3.5
points. The error was worth a minus five to their
overall score and the TKEs were vaulted into first
place.
_
I'm sure all of my TKE brothers feel the same
way I do, "Ain't it great, EIGHT STRAIGHT!"
Monkee' s minute: Do you remember how some
episodes of the Monkees used to run a little short,
so they would add on some silly banter or ''in·
depth" interview with the band?
Well, I'm coming up short this week, so. I've
decided to follow suit. Except I really don't know
too much about the Monkees. They were a funny
bunch of guys, and according to an interview with
them on MTV, they did play their own instruments.

..

Student Body President backs Smith/Cady ticket
Editor:
Today and
tomorrow,
students will be
asked to select
tJie next UCF
Student Body
President. Considering the
tickets left in the race, one ticket
stands above tl~e other. The
Smith/Cady ticket! The ticket of
Smith/Cady offers students realistic
and achievable goals.
The ideals communicated by the
Smith/Cady ticket will affect all
students, not just select groups. Ex·
perience and ~eadership are also
another area in which Smith/Cady
greatly "outclass" their opponents.
Ira Smith has served in all three

branches of Student Government-legislative, judicial and executive. He-was instrumental in
rewriting the Disciplinary Code that
protects student rights. Ira knows all
areas of Student Government
because he has had experience with
all facets of the organization. His opponent lacks this experience!
Steve Cady has been a member of
the 15th -and 16th Student Senates.
He is also a member of the
President's Leadership Council and
the Orientation Team. Steve has con·
tact with students from many different areas of the campus and knows
their needs. He has Senate experience, which will assist him as the
leader of the Senate. His opponent
does not!
The choice appears to be very clear.
If students want Student Govern-

he Cmtral Florida future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando. Fl.. 32816 (305)275-2601 or 275-2865
S. Mlkell Rhodet Don Wittekind
Editor
Managing Editor

Jeff ~lck
Asst. Man. Editor/Design

• Vice President
fol.l ows suit
Editor:

i

ment to continue to provide and
resE!a!ch new and practical services; if
students want Student Government
to continue on the path to total
respectability on campus, as· well as
in the community; if students want
real and practical solutions tQ ~he problems that plague us, the choice for
1986-87 is Smith/Cady.
On Tuesday and Wednesday, vote
Smith/Cady.
John Gill
Student Body President

Tim lall
News Eoitor

Th4Heta Altomare Todd Luh
Art Director
Production MOn<?Qef

Chrf1 Richcreek
Sports Editor

Adam Chrzan
Photo Editor

Jim Moofe
Svstems Monogef

MOJ9Cln Phtlllp1
General Manooer

Kelly Ruff
Advertising Director

Jtm Donato
Ad Production Manager

Last week, students at UCF were
asked to make a decision on who they
wanted to represent them as Student
Body President and Vice President.
Last week, there was a choice between four tickets-now there is · the
choice of only two; the two highest
vote getting tickets of last week.
The results of your votes will deter·
mine the attitude of your student
government for the next year. Those
elected will represent you not only to
the administration here on campus,
but to other state universities and to
our state government officials as well.

•

SEE LETTERS, PAGE 7

Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Futu;e are those of the editor
or wrtter and not necessarily those of the Board or Publications. university
adm~nistration, or Board of Regents. Letters to the editor must be typed
and include the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are
subject to editing and become the copyrighted property of the
newspaper. The Central Florida future is a lree, non-profit twice.weekly
newspaper published during the academic year.

•
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to sp~alt on the subject. Im·
agine that, a Vice Presidentiai
candidate who knows what he
FROM PAGE 6
will be doing if he is elected.
Cady has spoken to several
For these reasons and others, senators presently serving to
I feel it is my obligation to m· vry to get at problem areas
form you on a little bit of the and has already been working
reality surrounding the elec· with these senators ano
tion.
myself on possible solutions,
My immediate concern is
Those you. w"1o vQted las
who will t~e over the posi· week, be sure to vote again.
tion of Student Body Vice Those f you who didn 't vote
President-a position you, .l ast week, please look at the
the students, elected me to fill candidates and vote. I'm sure
during last year's election. that you will vote as I am, for
Mr. Cady has actually been Smith/ ,ady.
a member of the Student
Audrea Darner.
Senate. And · e actually offers &udem:.Body Vice Presidenl:

LETTERS

Th£ Ultimate Unlimited Buff.et
amwunces
-

Kni9ht Ni9ht
· Buy one dinner, get second for half price.*
PLUS, Two-for-one cocktails with dinner!
Every Tuesday and Thu~sday Night

Kn191id)' Fare
Unlimited Prime Ribs of Beef
.Lobster Thermidor
Baked Virginia Ham
Crabmeat Dewey
Barbeque Roast Loin of Pork
Chicken T eriyaki
Pompano Pappillotte
Haddock in Lemon Butter
Sweet & Sour Spareribs
PLUS, 55 item fruit, ~heese and specialty salad buffet
PLUS, fresh homemade French Bread & Skyline Apple Muffins
PLUS, 3 Hours of Free Short Term Parking

MOCK LSAT
sponsored by

LAMBD~

WHEN: Saturday, April 12
WHERE: ED 210
TIME: 10:00 a.m.
(approx. 2 hrs.)
REGISTRATION: $2.00
Open To All Interested Pa.rties ·

First Dinner $13.95, Second Dinner
for$6.98
Served Seven Days A Weck

5 PM-lOPM
•students, facultv and staff of UCF need
only show University 1.0. or business card,
or UCF Credit Union Member Card to
receive discount.

\~

EPSILON CHI

~~:.:dtionsare rero~~ ~

~/,I
'1

e

1

Unlimit•d Prim• R;b
and S.afood
Orlando lntemational Airport· 855-6761

STUDENTS
OF

_ , , . _ JURISPRUDENCE

for additional information call
Sue Arnold • 855-3829

STUDENT SENATE REPORT
SENATE MEETINGS
MEASURES IN COMMITTEE:
BILLS:
18-20 Requesting Funding for a Covered Bicycle Starage Area (Remains in OAF)
18-25 Establishing the 1986-87 Activity and Service Fee Budget (Remains In OAF)
RESOLUTIONS:
18-18 University Policies in Allocating the Student's Athletic Fee (Remains in SP)
MEASURES VOTED ON:
,
BILLS:
18-23 Requiring the Student Body President to Announce All Appointments Before the Senate (Passed
by Acclamation)
18-26 Activity and Service Fee Budget Stipulations (Amended/Passed by Acclamation)

Students are i~'Wited to attend all ~enote
meetings and may address the Senate each
week on issues pertaining to student life.
Thursday 3:00 EN 260
DID YOU KNOW THAT: .
Travel and C&O funds are available for clubs for the following:
1. Conference registration
'
·
·
2. Office Supplies
3. On-campus advertising

Forms can be picked up at the SG Kiosk and Senate Work Room
··--------------------------~~--~--r-~----------~--~~~~~~--~~--~~~~--~~~~-----~--~-----

NEW COMMITIEE MEETING TIMES
Time
Place
Doy

Committee
Ser.
E and A .
UR
OAF
TCO
ASF

4-5
l-2

SWR

Tues.
Thur.
Mon.
Mon.
· Tues.
WecJ

sc 211

4-5

10-11
5-6
4-5

SWR
SWR
SWR
SC214

SENATE COMMITTEE DESCRIPTIONS:

TCO -Reviews requests for conference registration, office supplies and advertising
· OAF -Reviews Finance Statutes and legi·slation Involving money

S/P -Reviews legislation relating. to student services or publicity
EA -Reviews Stc;itutes and interviews Presidential appointments
l!.JR -Reviews Statutes, and Rules and Procedures ·
ASF -Is a joint Senate/Executive committee that makes a budget recommendation
to the Senate

TO THE STUDENT:
If you hove any comments, questions or concerns about the Senate Report or any legislation, please feet fr~ to stop by the Senate Work Room
(SC 217)
I

April 3, 198_
6 Student ;Senate Meeting Records

i

~~ ~
~~~
Geneva Craven
Donna Caccioppo
Ted Young
Cynthia Schmidt
Thomas Stutler
Richard Weddleton
Greg Neff
Kristina Sargent

p Np
AAA
p y p
L NP
p y p
p y p
L y p
p
p

v

'

John Morrison
Melissa Pellerin
Linda Huelsman
Carl Neidhart
Dennis Lasley
Michael Woodruff
Mike Ptacek
William Dietz

~

~cf~

tf~l
p y p
p y p
p y p
p .y p
p y p

I

Chris Styles
Vincent Vazquez
Ross Brown
Fronk Ladd
Vance Rains

AAA
p y p
p Np

..

Ab-abstain V-yes N-no P-present (roll call) Pr-"present" vote A-absent (roll coll)

..

Paid Advertlsment

!<>~

1~~~
....

-

"

p Np
p y p
p Np
p Np
AAA

Student Government
Presidential /Vice Presidential
Election Run-Offs
April 7 & 8 · Branch Campuses
(5 pm-9 pm)
April 8 & 9 · Main Campus ·
(10 am-7 pm)

fl)

Quest Apls has 2 bdrm 2 both opts
available Immediately on Alafaya Tr and
Aristotle Dr. Central a/c. disposal,
dishwasher, curtains and mlnlbllnds, and
bug spraying Included washer and dryer
In apt If desired 5390 monthly plus sec
call Jason at 281-4712.

DELTA SIGMA Pl
Delta Sigma Pl-The car wash was great
Saturday! Thanks for c;ill the help. The
· brothers would like to thank the pledges
for paddle night. It was quite memorable!

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Plkesl Thanks for all your participation Jn
Greek Week. We ended up with a grand
total of 2000 lbs. of cans. Ingress Is this ,
Thursday and Friday so be readyl

Female roommate needed. Foxhunt
lanes. 1/4 ulllllles. Neal, nonsmoker, 5165
per month, call 351-5656.

Winter Park 'private room & bath, laundry,
coble Inc. 325/mo. no pets no smoking
657-2233 prefer female.

Is II True You Con Buy Jeeps for 544
through the U.S. government? Gel the
facts toctayl CaJI 1-312-742-1142 ext. 689

Bennlgan's-6324 Jntemollonal Dr. Is now
hiring hosts/hostesses and
walters/wdltresses tor full and part-time
positions. Please apply In person Mon.-Frl.
between 2-4 pm for on Interview.

1978 Hammond Aurora 8200 organ two
manual, presets, percussion, rhythm,
glissando, bench, extras. 51800 or best
reasonable offer. 894-8717.

1979 VW Superbeelle convertible
5 speed. air, new top. AM-FM stereo
cassette, 55200 call x3003 or 767-0785
eves.

Cop, gown; 52" long. 671-0687.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control lnformotlon, pregnancy tests and councellng. VD
screening, low cost, confidential services.
Central Florido Women's
Health Orgonzollon
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

SSS Immediate Cash SSS
For coins. stamps or baseball cords
Coll Biii 275-6389

Apple Compal Computer Franklin Ace
2000 5595 Men's 10-Spd. Huffy Bike 535
coll Chris 657-2508.

CONDO, Motel-style at Cocoa Beach, May
11-18. Extras! Relrig., 2 pools1 nautilus,
Jacuzzi, tennis and racquetball, restaurant
and lounge, TV, In-house movies. All or
port of week ovallable, sleeps 4 5280 oil
week or 545/nlght 826-9022 or
evenlngs-282-5389.

Macintosh, Apple IJC and Apple llE
systems and accessories - unbeatable
prices - CaJI for quote 859-4006

Part-lime Secretory You choose hours in
Oviedo S4.50 per hour. Cal 365-5276 or
365-3648.

PCXT complete system, 256K, 2FDD, amber
monitor. dos: Sl 250. Printers, horddlsks,
color ovoll-coll 699-3146.

Need a Job?
Evening Hours, Flexible to 20 hours wk.
Near U.C.F. 5.00 Dollars Hr. Coll Eric
678-8088

Block faculty cap and gown, medium
height-like new SlOO (305) 695-3317.

Roommate wonted - prv. bdrm & both
1/2 ml. from UCF 217.Solmon. 9
1/2 utl. call 282-0341

84 Pontiac Fiero SE totally loaded. Asking
S8800 Coll Steve 658-1392.

13" RCA color TV like new 5120 OBO call
James at 273-6032.

Tuscwllla/Casa Park-Must rent by May 1, 2
bdrm 2 bath, pool, spa, oil appliances.
For details, coll Mark at 365-3953 or Susan
at 365-2972.

3 roommates needed for a furnished
duplex within bicycle distance of the campus. 1/4 utilities, 5150 per room mate,
duplex has washer and dryer. Coll
273-5333. Ask for Forrest.

Phone girls needed to set appointments
from qualified llsts.-Flex. hrs. Con set from
home call 831-0022

Restaurant position available
Port & full time
Apply In person.
Interviews between 2-4 pm.
743 Lee Road, Orlando

ABORTION SERVICES
Free Nitrous, early pregnancy test, tow cost
birth control. Morning after treatment.
Confldenllol, private, women owned. A
special approach to health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1030 Hermon, near 436 and 50
closest center to UCF
422-0606 or toll tree 1-800-432-8517

Acceuntont-ruJl/part time
Apopka C.P.A firm
P. 0. Box 778
Apopka, Florida 32704

FOR SALE - coach, sofa-bed, 2 end tables.
Will sell separate. Coll Hermon- 657-4451
6:00pm to 8:00pm.

Students needed to clean homes, we'll
work around your schedule. Please coll
699-1636.

Need Anything Typed? Coll Jeon at
628-2608 and she will do It. Reasonable.

QUALITYPE exper. reson. 1-ml UCF 365-6874
before 7:30om-atter 6:00pm

Typing 8t word processing In my W.O. Co.
home. Experienced. 656-9558.

•
Typist 20 years experience, particularly
theses and dissertations, Susie 647-2300
otter 6. Work close to UCF for drop off and
pick-up.

I'm your type! For reports, that Is . Thick or
thin, footnotes, on computer disc. Cheerful,
prompt service, close to school. Call Jane,
ofter 6 p.m.

Women's Pregnancy Center
Free pregnancy test, confidential, Individual counseling. hi W.P. 1405 W. Fairbanks; one block west of 1792. Mon-Sat.
Call 647-1477. We can help you.

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

TYPING... Fast, Accurate and Reasonable
657-9015

FOR SALE 2 bedroom 2 both home double
garage like new screen room 10 by 35
many other extras 67000 20000 down
owner willhald mortgage 9 or will rent 550
mo first & last 3658903 2826294 8 minutes
from UCF SUNRISE

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS
Designed/Revised/Typed - 657-0079

Will do typing In my home. 2 miles from
UCF off Dean Road. Call 657-0937 lor Information on rates.

Hondo Accord 1977 runs great needs
paint S1500 080 657-0428 days.

Female roomote 2 bdr/2 both
beautifully !um. Foxhunt Lanes
All lux. split rent and utility
Call 282-8700. Ask for owner.

Coll Ruth Richards- 894-7169 For your typing needs 7 days a week

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Professional Services. AJI Work
prepared on commercial word processors
for error rree neatness. We use IBM Equlp&ment Letter quality pr1nter not dot-motr1x.
Free rough drafts and revisions. Some day,
weekend and overnight service available.
over 8,000 satlSfied students. Call
671-3007

5135 MIUION plus in financial old went
unused lost year. Freshmen. Sophomores,
ongoing graduate students; for help
cashing In on your shore or those funds,
coll Academic Data Services toll free
1-800-544-1574, ext. 639, or write P.O. Box
16483, Chattanooga, TN 37416.

DI-I should be there by now! Are
ing o good girt?

you beHarry

Female university student as a pen-pal for
English speakfn:-· Korean mole: MBA Student, aged 26, associate with lnfl Trading
Co., Write: Lee, Jung-Toe, 1129-31 , Kuro,
Kuro, Seoul, Republic of Korea.

THE THREE PRIMARY
CAUSES OF HAPPY
HOURS AT

•

I'm eager.

Eager. I think'l'm eager.

\ 1. HAPPY HOUR NIGHTLY FROM
4:00 TO CLOSE.
2. GOOD.FOOD AT GOOD PRICES.
I really like people.

3. A REFRESHING AND LIGHT
ATMOSPHERE, EASY TO RELAX
AND UNWIND IN.

HOURS
MON.-THURS. 11 AM. - 12 P.M.
FRl.-SAT..
11 A.M. - 2 AM.
SUN.
. Noon - 6 P.M.

I'm a people person.

~very year, o~er a million new college graduates put on
their new blue swts and go job hunting.
All of them have degrees. Most of them have hearty
hand~hakes. But very few havt what employers want most practical work expenence.
'Iliat's why there's a nationwide program called
Cooperative Education. It allows students to alternate studies
at the _colle~e of their choice with paid, practical work
expenence m the career of their choice.
So Co-op Education students graduate with more than a
degree. They have practical lmowledge. And a competitive
ad~antage in today's crowded job market And that sure beats
tryrng to B. S. your way into a job.

LOCATED IN FASHION SQUARE MALL
BETWEEN BURDINE'S AND ROBINSON'S

Co•oo Education

898-6041

Contact the co.-op program office, Rm. 124, Administration Building

•
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Are you denying

Class starting

yourself a better shot
at grad school?
LSAT Apr. 20
You may. if you fail to take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the ·LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT. .
Call. It's not too late to do better
on your grad school
i1ni!'f

i<APt.AN 1

678-8400'
.
2238
Winterwoods Blvd.
Winter Pk., FL

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CTNTER LTD.

•

May20
GRE Apr. 7
May6
G~AT May?

The worlds leading
test prep organization.

BERGMAN

surprised us."
As the Knights get ready for the home
stretch, Bergman has emphasized that his
team will just take it "one game at a time,"
never looking ahead to. the next game. He
always puts things into proper perspective,
saying, "The schedule is tough, but if we
can't beat them, then we really don't deserve
to get a bid. What we have to do is play good
fundamental baseball and keep our poise. If
we can do that, everything should fall into
place."
For C9ach f\P:-gman and the UCF baseball
team, the final road to their destination has
been established. All they need to do now is
go out and play the kind of baseball that they
are capable of.

FROM PAGE 12
the Knights. With a schedule like this, is
· Coach Bergman's goal realistic?
The Knights have already proven to the the
college baseball world that they can play with
anyone. Though the team lost two games to
previously top ranked Florida State, they
showed that they belong with the big boys.
The Knights played FSU as tough as anyone
had played them all year, prompting FSU
coach Mike Martin to say, "The way they
played us proves that they are for real. Any
team that wins 28 consecutive games has ·to
be doing something right. I think they

H~!P bring the world together.

•.

A Full Service Hair Salon

..· Host an exchange student

20% Discount ·

'(\)
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WITH UCF l.D.

,.

9

~

894-3313

\ } \)

COLONIAL PROMENADE
4332 East Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803

WILD or MILD

COLLEGE NIGHT
-NOW OPEN

At

94rn AERO

J&L
OFFICE SUPPLIES

SQUADRON

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

®

A RESTAURANT

Joyce & Lucy (Tan Fastique
Tanning Salon) Invite you
to stop in and browse around!

- 94 RICKENBACKER DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32803
(305) 898-4251
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LOW RA TES

~

new cars & trucks
...with air conditioning
...from compact to full-size

CASH DEPOSITS ACCEPTED

SE
RENT OR LEA
I 857·2424 I

• Student R.ates
• 12·15 passenger vans available

~

:t
~

~

~
~ . I 857~2929 I

-

THE BEST CHOICE
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE
•Weekend rates

~

*
l:
*~
~

"'f"

.

7133 S. ORANGE AVE. ORLANDO

~ 5;

****"*******"****************************************

EVENT
FROM PAGE 12

Faronte Roberson should
have a field day with the new
rule.
.
The NCAA did make a
progressive move by allowing
the use of television replay.
One out of two isn't bad.
After all, many college
player~ do not shoot 50
percent.

the top of the key.) This is not
exactly a great challenge to
pure shooters like the NBA's
three point line is (23 feet nine
inches.)
The idea behind it is good.
However, 19 feet nine inches
is not a difficult feat to .Other Things
accomplish, and the onl__.:
Baseball season has
thing going up will be mm .~ started, the grass is green,
bad shots.
and the semester is almost
One more thought. UCF over. I '11 see you next week,
guards Chris Walien and gang.

Raw or Steamed
Coupon good for as many pots as you wish.
Sunday thru Thursday only please - Expires 4/17 /86
Coupon not valid with any other offer.

.AF1tR· ClFISS ExerrEMEWT:..

Give a- hoot.
llute.

Don't

&

.

Forest Service, U~S.D.A. Fii

ICELANDAIR TO EUROPE.
EVERYTHING
THAT ISN'TABARGAIN
ISFREE.

•

To Luxembourg: Roundtrip Fare

•

New York
Chicago

Balt./Wash.
Detroit
Orlando

0

Super Bargain Fare, 6-30 day stay. tSuper Grouper Fare, l-365
day stay. Valid 5116-618/86, $3.00 departure tax applies. For
~
information & reservations, call your travel agent or

·~··"'"'iCiiANDAIRJm'

Woodsy Owl says
for Clean Air Ride a Bike
Tuned engines •••

KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE 12
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Densch feels his generous
gift will provide momentum
and credibility for the athletic
program that may attract
similar aid from other
interested people in the
community.
Densch founded Wayne
Densch, Inc. in 1960, an
Anheuser-Busch
beer
d!stribut.o rship serving
Orange, Seminole, Osceola,
and Lake counties. Wayne
Densch, Inc. has been the
leading Anheuser-Busch
wholesaler for several years in
Florida, selling 5.5 million
cases of beer in 1985.
"The Central Florida
community has been very
good to our organizatioa
Growth has been extremely
good,'' Densch concluded.
· "We feel it is our duty to
contribute back to the
community.''

1....::

THE HAIR SHOP

I!_ Precision Style Cut $9.0Q
...,~

FULL SERVICE SALON

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

$458*· . $499t
$518* S559t
$488* $529t
$508* $549t
$518* . $559t

WALK-INS WELCOME

282·1700

Daily 9·5 & Thurs. 'til 8

ARE YOU READY

Get in on our lowest fare to Europe in y~. And with it, get a lot
more thanjustthe trip over. Because, when you fly lcelandair, you get
everything you expect from a full-service airline, with no charge for
meals or baggage. Every fare includes free wine with your in-flight
dinner and free cognac after.
lcelandair Values Continue After You Land: Free deluxe, roundtrip motorcoach between Luxembourg and select cities in Germany,
Belgium and Holland. Special $15 train fares to Switzerland or France.
Super Saver Kemwel car rentals at just $59 per week in Luxembourg.
And, if you choose, a day or two stopover in Europe's most beautifully
kept secret, Iceland.
.

•

Give a hoot.
·Don't pollute.

FOR THE .HUNT?

Join AD-2 Greater Orlando's advertising
organizations for young professionals _
• Meet Industry people
• Learn about advertising
• Become a member and
we'll help you find a job!

Where: Citrus Club (CNA Building,
Downtown)
AprtJ 10. 1986
6·7 pm Mingle
7-8 pm Program
·
. For More Info Call: Pat McFarland 2.U-8347

GOLF

When:

FROM PAGE 12

SIUDENTS $2.50

--------------~-------·-----------:----0------------'-j

fifth at the LSU invitational
in early March, paced the

· Knights the first round with a
79. Cathy Brice, a senior, and
freshman Paige Phillips shot
82's while Lisa Becka hit a
101 as UCF finished the first
round in 10th place with a
60-over-par 344.
In the second rollnd,
McDevitt slipped to an 81
while Brice and Phillips hit a
pair of 88' s. Becka rounded
out the day with a 104 leaving
UCF in a 10th place tie with .
Appala~hian State.
.
Brice pulled out an 81 m the
final round and Phillips hit an
· 83 as the Knights fell into
11th place. ~cDevitt shot an
84 while Becka hit her low
round of the tourney with a
J

ft Your Own!

2Bed/2B.ath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus Alafaya Trail.
Become Your Own Landlord
Many sm.art UCF students who
own their own apartments have
roommates to help share expenses. Come and see why and
ho~ the parents of these
students have chosen to buy a
townhome for their sons and
.daughters. It's a good deal for
everyone and you'll want or~e
tool

$399/fP~I*

FROM PAGE 12

· ODecorato~ package

282-4393
t

.

Sale price $52,400, $2700 down. $49,700 mortgage 9.0% A.R.M., plus or minus 2% annual cOp, lifetime cap 14 3i4%.
'

~djusted to 1-year T~ll. A.P.R. 11.5%

·~

UCF finished with a 1053
. . stroke total, a whopping 134
strokes behind LSU and 48
behind 7th place host Rollins.
Indiana finished second
with a 912, Auburn third with
a 951 and Illinois took fourth
.'1
with a 971.
': I · Wendy Beer bower t ied
McDevitt's 244 total to lead
Rollins.
Both LSU and Indiana each
, 'had three players finish with
the top 10 individuals.
The Lady Knights' next .
tournament will be April
10-13 in Fort Lauderdale at
the W om,en' s State Inter' collegiate tournament.

HITS

No closing costs.

Furnished model open daily
Mon-Sat~ I OAM - 6PM.
Sun l 2noon - 6PM.

99.

Densch donates dollars
by Scott Wallin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Money .

The brightest spo in t he
ff CF world ·~ hiR week w~s not

t.he UCF basehail team. Rut·
hey) guys, don 't worry, l . t1U
"ke you, all.cl yo 're doing a
good job.
'~layrie Densch gave a
:fo.ntastic gift, _to the Athletic
:Department w:l ,h h.ts one
million dol11a1' donation .
·~qually as ·mportant are the
co nditions be hin d t he
Cl. ation. An 1ncommg 0 CF
t 1dent must mee1. the UCF
i\« mission requfrement8 !~.6
c ~-P A,
900 SAT score) to
receive ·a schofararup. This
means a student~~duete must
be a student~.Rthlete. able to
c,)mpete i1'. i;hfl. d assroom as
well as on the field. It is about
ihne that college athletics
;!11mcentrate on ~he classroom
a~ well. The scholarships are a
wonderful boon to a program
~~tying to wor.K its way out ot'
.bt and into the big time. All
'. ean say is, ' Tbank you,
'Na vne Dens ·h
c'ne other pos ·tive noie is
~"a,(, UCF should be able to
51i~i; 'act mor~ qmilit athletes
w~ .,n the grar11~. . his will ln
,;1,1'n
pu t J'l1.1)r.P. quality
·~h.tetes on the f1eid and more
?r.ms on the SC'. r'8lward.
1 ,.owsville
-on't say I didn't tell you
~·· Louisville was che worst
iJdssing team
wm an
l\Jf' AA title in ~ ong time.
r~us reafirm,
t.he bet ting
u.tes of life. Never bet against
•• 1e Paterno m fo otball,
enny Crum in basketball,
.. nd W aynG i'etzky in
1ockey.
Wh ile
1·ongratulatiom1 are being
nanded out, I shoul give one
to Denny Crum and the
I..ouisville team for their
,ctory. Good job, gang.
1

1

'

:'m Annoyed

......

-~

While I'm here this week,
there are some things that
have really been '1othering me
1at ely. So, while you all are
here, I'll let you know about
them.
1. Florida Gators
This really irks me, because
the Florida Gators have
broken almost every known
collegiate rule, yet still get
incredible amounts of
undeserved press in that
crosstown paper which just
recently jacked up its prices
while we remain at the same
low price. The: latest laugher
was Sunday's column by
Larry
Guest.
Guest
proclaimed
Gators
quarterpack Kerwin Bell the
1987 Reisman Trophy
winner. Get real, Larry, and
wait until the season starts
before you stick your foot in
yolir mou~h.
2. The three point rule
The NCAA has really
blundered this time. Thin.king
they needed to add more
excitement to the basketball
contests, they have devised
the three point field goal. The
ridiculous thing about it is
that the length of the three
point line to the basket is only
19 feet nine inches (basically
SEE EVENT, PAGE 10
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Gene McDowell is all smiles as Wayne Densch speaks.

UCF's athletic program
accepted a one million dollar
donation on Friday from
Orlando businessman Wayne
Densch. The donation is the
largest monetary gift in
school history.
The grant comes in the
form of a $100,000 annuity
spread evenly over the next
decade. It is the first step
towards a seven and one half
milion dollar trust fund
Athletic Director Gene
McDowell is initiating.
McDowell roughly translated
the contribution into 140 full
scholarships which will be
applied to all UCF sports.
''The gift provides a huge
· lift in our continuing effort to
build a first · rate athletic
program on the belief that our
men and women athletes
should perform in the
classroom as well as on the
field,'' McDowell said.
Densch, a strong believer iri
a properly administered
athletic program, has
complete trust in both

McDowell and President
Trevor Colbourn, thereby
. sparking the donation.
"He has great faith in what
we're doing," McDowell said.
''He has a lot of confidence in
me and Trevor Colbourn. ''
Densch, a sports enthusiast
himself, explained, "The
athletic program is a vitally
important element of the
maturing process of our
hometown university. We
believe that an academically
strong athletic program will
contribute to the ongoing job
of building UCF's stature."
The one requirement for the
recipients of the scholarships
that Densch would like to see
administered is that they
meet the minimum grade
point average of 2.6 in high
school and score at least 900
on the SAT.
"We want to encourage
young men and women who
are good students to
participate in our athletic
program," Densch said. "I
have always believed a wellr ou n de d education is
enhanced by the values
SEE KNIGHTS, PAGE 11 ·

Knights go ·
for NCAArun
by Mare Deitehman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF baseball team (36-9) is setting
their sights on a first-ever appearance in a
post-season playoff tournament. What must
they do to attain their destination?
According to head coach Jay Bergman, the
Knights need to win at least 11 out of their
remmning 16 games to even qualify for a bid.
The team has already knocked two chips
off the block by disposing unheralded Calvin
College this past weekend. The bad news?
There will be no more Calvin Colleges on the
remaining schedule. UCF will undoubtedly
have their hands full in the months of April
and May as they_ take on a formidable
schedule that includes the likes ·of perennial
state powerhouses Florida State, Florida,
and South Florida, all highly ranked teams in
the nation. In between all of this, UCF also
will face Rollins, Stetson, F.1.U. and Tampa,
all teams with the potential for knocking off

,.

Joe Weinstein/Central Florldo Future

Mark Maloney raises dust as he slides into home with yet another run.

UCF takes doubleheader

SEE BERGMAN, PAGE 9

Ladies have a
poor showing
by Stefan Keller
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE.

The Lady Knight golf team made a weak
showing in last week's Peggy Kirk BellRollins Invitational, finishing 11th in a field
of 14 teams.
The three round 54-hole tournament was
held at Big Cypress' par-71 course in Winter
Springs March 30, 31 and April 1.
Louisiana State, the winner of the tourney
with a 919 three day total, was led by Jenny
Lidback, who shot a pair of 73's in the first
two rounds and a 77 to win the individual
title.
Junior Marry Ann McDevitt, who placed
SEE GOLF, PAGE 11

by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF baseball team broke their
three game losing streak by downing
Calvin College in both1 gar.nes of a
doubleheader.
In the early game the Krughts
handed Calvin an 8-2 loss.
Pitcher Tommy Novak was
credited with the win as he allowed
two runs and no walks in five innings.
Designated hitter Todd Reese
reached base three of four times in the
first outing aga1nst Calvin. Mark
Maloney and John Motsinger each
had two RBI's for the Knights.
UCF jumped to a seven run lead at
t he finish of the second inning. In the
first inning Jose Soto reached on an
error by shortstop Jim Schopper.
Soto eventually scored after the bases
were loaded and Mark Maloney
walked.
Todd Reese scored the second run

for the Knights off a sacrafice from
John Motsinger. UCF scored two
runs off one hit in the inning.
In the second, UCF brought home
five runs off three hits. With two outs
·.in the inning, Jeff Mast walked four
batters as the Knights went through
the order. Odie Koehnke, Soto, Todd
Reese, Scott McHugh, and Maloney
all scored to lift UCF to a 7-0 lead.
Calvin scored one run in the third
and their second in the fifth. UCF
polished off the game scoring once
more in the sixth to· wrap up their
35th win of the seaso~
In the nightcap UCF came out
ahead by one run in a 4-3 decision.
Rich Poiak picked up the win for the
Knights after relieving Doug
Swanson -in the sixth. He held Calvin
to one run off two hits and struck out
three.
John Motsinger was swinging
1.000 at the plate as he went three for
three. Motsinger was all threes as he
SEE HITS, PAGE 11

